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 000 subscribers, this will help me to create many more funny videos like this. Also, don't forget to leave a like. If you want to support me and you enjoy my content, check out my Patreon page to make a pledge: How to mix free beer (Peroni) with 2 litres of wine (Bassac) Film composed of a mix of 5k clips from other videos. Used by permission. View the original video at: The music "Music for
videos.my(#PianoCover) IESY" by Chris Zabriskie is licensed under a Creative Commons License. The music "Sometime My Friend" by Coolnshades is licensed under a Creative Commons License. The music "Love me" by Nico S. is licensed under a Creative Commons License. The soundtrack of Hipster&Co. is licensed under a Creative Commons License. The copyright of all videos belong to

their owners. CopyrightDisclaimer Under Section 107 of the Copyright Act 1976, allowance is made for "fair use" for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, and research. Fair use is a use permitted by copyright statute that might otherwise be infringing. Non-profit, educational or personal use tips the balance in favor of fair use." Beer and Wine - Beer and wine
are often incorrectly thought of as complete opposites — the one for drinking and the one for cooking — but they both use the exact same ingredient — fermentable sugars. In this episode of The Science of Cooking, we’re going over beer and wine in great detail, trying to understand the similarities and differences in between them. After reading this episode, you’ll be able to enjoy beer and wine to

the fullest to complement your cooking and avoid the myths. Here are a few things we go over: The key similarities -The chemical brewing processes are essentially the same -All grains, no matter what form they are in, can be converted to beer or wine -The optimum fermentation processes are surprisingly similar -Beer and wine have almost identical levels of carbonation and are both acidic The key
differences -Wine is rarely filtered, but beer is often filtered -Beer can be both warm and cold fermented, while wine can only be cold fermented -Wine is often aged, but beer is almost never aged 82157476af
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